
Physics Section 1.1: Forces & their Effects. 
Distance-Time Graphs 
 That the speed of an object is given by the gradient of its distance-time graph. 
 What the distance-time graph for an object looks like when it’s stationary, moving at a steady 

speed, accelerating or decelerating. 
 How to draw a distance-time graph for an object that’s stationary or moving at a steady speed in 

a straight line. 
 H How to calculate the gradient of an object’s distance-time graph to find the object’s speed. 

 
Velocity-Time Graphs 
 That speed tells you how fast something’s going and velocity is the speed in a given direction. 
 That acceleration tells you how much velocity changes in a given time. 
 How to calculate the acceleration of an object from its initial and final velocity and time elapsed. 
 What a velocity-time graph for an object looks like when it’s moving at a steady speed, 

accelerating and decelerating. 
 That the gradient of an object’s velocity-time graph represents the object’s acceleration at that 

point. 
 H How to calculate the gradient of an object’s velocity-time graph to find the object’s 

acceleration. 
 H How to find the distance an object travels in a given time period by calculating the area under 

the object’s velocity-time graph for that time period. 

 
Resultant Forces 
 That all the individual forces acting at a point can be combined to produce a resultant force 

which has the same effect as the individual forces. 
 That a non-zero resultant force acting on an object will cause a change in its rest state or 

motion, i.e. cause it to accelerate or decelerate in the direction of the force. 
 How to calculate the resultant of two or more forces acting along a straight line. 

 
Forces and Acceleration 
 That if the resultant force on a stationary object is zero, it will remain stationary. 
 That if the resultant force on a stationary object is not zero, it will accelerate (start moving) in the 

direction of the resultant force. 
 That if the resultant force on a moving object is zero, it will keep moving at the same velocity. 
 That if the resultant force on a moving object is not zero, it will accelerate in the direction of the 

resultant force. 
 How to calculate the acceleration of an object using the formula a = F ÷ m. 
 How to calculate the resultant force acting on an object using the formula F = m × a. 

 
Weight and Reaction Forces 
 How to calculate the weight of an object given its mass and the local value of gravitational field 

strength (g) using the formulaW = m × g. 
 That when two objects interact, they exert forces on each other that are equal but opposite. 

 
Friction and Terminal Velocity 
 That if a vehicle is travelling at a steady speed, the driving force must be balanced by the 

resistive forces acting on the vehicle. 
 That when an object moves through a fluid, frictional forces opposing its motion increase with 

speed. 
 That most of the resistive forces that oppose (a vehicle’s) motion are caused by air resistance. 



 That a vehicle’s top speed can be increased by making it more streamlined or making its engine 
more powerful. 

 That an object falling through a fluid will initially accelerate due to gravity, but resistive forces 
acting on it increase until the resultant force acting on it becomes zero and it reaches terminal 
velocity. 

 How to draw and interpret velocity-time graphs for objects falling through a fluid and reaching 
terminal velocity. 

 That the gradient of a falling object’s velocity-time graph decreases because the resistive forces 
acting on it increase with velocity. 

 That changing the shape of an object can change the resistive forces acting on it, and hence 
why using a parachute reduces a skydiver’s terminal velocity. 

 
Stopping Distances 
 That the sum of the thinking distance and braking distance gives the stopping distance of a 

vehicle. 
 That the braking force needed to stop a vehicle within a certain distance increases with the 

vehicle’s speed. Similarly, for a given braking force the braking distance will increase with the 
vehicle’s speed. 

 The factors that can affect thinking distance, such as tiredness, drugs, alcohol and distractions. 
 The factors that affect a vehicle’s braking distance, such as speed, road conditions, condition of 

brakes and condition of tyres. 
 That when a vehicle’s brakes are applied, work is done by friction between the brakes and the 

tyres to convert kinetic energy into other forms of energy, including heat. 

 
Forces and Elasticity 
 That a force acting on an object may cause it to stretch or change in shape. 
 That an elastic object is one that can return to its original shape after being stretched by a force. 
 That when an elastic object stretches, a force does work to store elastic potential energy inside 

it. 
 How to calculate the force acting on an elastic object given its extension and its spring 

constant, k. 
 That the limit of proportionality is the point at which no more force can be applied to an elastic 

object before its extension is no longer proportional to the applied force. 
 


